
3/18/16  COMPLAINT TO HUMAN RIGHTS FOUNDATION ABOUT U.S. 
CONSTITUTIONAL & HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS AGAINST THE U.S. 
GOVERNMENT

Human Rights Foundation I’m prompted to write this letter after reading comments by Garry Kasparov 
about socialism and democracy, he’s a member of your Board.  I’m an avid chess player and definite 
risk taker.  Many rights agencies operating in the U.S. Government only take a stand for rights violations, 
infringements and issues overseas or the topic overall is covered-up.

Human Rights Foundation your list of Human Rights Violations is atrociously violated in the United 
States of America so I’ll focus on the following issues for my commentary:

• Freedom of self-determination
• Freedom of speech and expression
• The right to acquire and dispose of property
• The right to equal treatment and due process under law
• Freedom from arbitrary detainment or exile
• Freedom from slavery and torture
• Freedom from interference and coercion in matters of conscience

These heinous human rights violations are also violated as rights under the U.S. Constitution which is 
the Supreme Law of this land.  I request review that mass trauma, trauma and/or PTSD when used as a 
weapon of choice to cause intentional emotional turmoil which can cause physical injuries or death is a 
form of genocide used by tyrannical governments against the people or in heinous governmental 
practices be amended to your list.  The 8th Amendment which defends against cruel and unusual 
punishment is violated in droves along with due process and all rights.

President Obama and the U.S Military continue to promote fraudulent Presidential and other election 
campaigns because they are too cowardly to take authority.  Election fraud has become an epidemic. 
 Their harmful rights violating sham theatrics take precedence rather than the acceptance of truthful and 
lawful responsibility and authority for our usurped failed American nation.  That’s why still to this day the 
first black President Obama lies, deceives and defrauds all Americans and world nations because 
revealing the truth means admitting his, numerous predecessors and the U.S. Military’s own failures and 
false abuse of power in the world.

Let me state President Obama picked up a nightmare from the countless criminal years of the Bush and 
Clinton traitor presidencies and cartels besides others.  Though I believe President Obama and the U.S. 
Military seek to restore our nation to an American Republic they’ve lacked total regard to the harm, 
human rights and Constitutional rights violations caused to million upon millions of American families 
daily.  Many American lives have been destroyed by war crimes along with the lives of those living in 
nations such as in Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria and countless other nations.  These wars were really 
orchestrated by usurped powers running the United States of America and war is a crime.   Some 
traitors are Britain, the Vatican, Zionists, corporations and countless mafias that have been in power and 
control of DEFACTO usurped foreign corporate operations running the United States.  Oil, poppies, New 
World Order banking and many other reasons exist.  The Bilderberg Group, Illuminati, Rothschild and 
Rockefellers etc. should NOT dictate either.  To bring DEMOCRACY to these nations is a total fraud 
along with terrorism just as the same still runs and destroys the U.S. Government and the United States 
of America.  How much more do you need to steal or how many lives need to be harmed Obama or U.S. 
Military?  Obama’s false leadership in charge of this DEFACTO foreign corporation must end though I 
believe he attempts to restore our American Republic.  Obama now notes the U.S. Constitution with his 
Supreme Court pick which is a joke since U.S. Courts DO NOT abide by the U.S. Constitution or 
Common Law.  Truth does set one and all FREE.

The U.S. Military/CIA and other aspects of the U.S. Government infrastructure have been usurped for 



many years. The crooks, terrorists and phony treasonous traitor U.S. politicians in false positions abuse 
their power so many are frauds, especially long term crooks in the U.S. Congress. Tell the truth Obama 
and the U.S. Military and STOP robbing and harming American families especially in corrupted traitor 
U.S. Courts that violate rights and laws as under the U.S. Constitution in droves plus human rights.  
Other aspects of law are practiced but basically they commit whatever type of crime they want in U.S. 
Courts which are U.S. torture gulags.  Courts should be reviewed in all nations for heinous abuses. 
 American families are enslaved, tortured, assaulted to intentionally traumatize, victimize and brutalize, 
many die yearly.  Human rights are chronically and intentionally violated with NO due process of law to 
victimize and destroy American families’ lives.  Ripping families apart in traitor charade U.S. Courts are 
the biggest covered-up topic in the U.S. by Government which colludes with mainstream propaganda 
media.    

Presently I am a twelve year U.S. Court political prisoner captive and I exposed many other victim 
cases.  Millions of other American victims command their freedom and rights be honored as under the 
U.S. Constitution, NOW.  In 2008, the brutalization, trauma and victimization I sustained to destroy my 
self-employed businesses, steal property, cause needless stress and physical health injuries from 
trauma plus other chaotic harms occurred after the discovery I’d been defrauded by an attorney with a 
judge involved in the initial Fraud on the Court crime. Cover-ups by the corrupt California State Bar 
Association ensued so I subpoenaed Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger to a jury trial which was also 
violated.  Schwarzenegger is a very well-known individual because he is an actor but he took NO 
authority to halt the crime and abuse, instead he aided immense harm which has continued recklessly 
for years to me and many others.  Schwarzenegger and California Attorney General Jerry Brown whose 
now committed election fraud twice to be Governor directly violate my Constitutional rights and human 
rights plus they allowed many crooks even from the California State Bar Association to force me into 
poverty.  California Attorney General Kamala Harris is another reckless rights violator who commits 
election fraud. Politicians that violate rights of any kind should never be allowed to continue to work in 
any governmental office they violate public trust.  Over the years my harms multiplied and President 
Obama has continued to harm me and millions of other American families for years, his whole time in 
office has been a deceptive rights violating lie. Children are the most innocent of victims. STOP 
TORTURING AMERICAN FAMILIES WITH ABUSE OF POWER AND RIGHTS VIOLATIONS!  PROTECT 
YOUR FAMILIES STAY OUT OF U.S. COURTS!

Initially I thought corruption plagued our U.S. Court system because NO OVERSIGHT & NO 
PROTECTIONS exist due to traitor Bar Association control over much of our whole usurped nation 
including any legitimate law enforcement.  NO U.S. Politician has any jurisdiction to the U.S. Court 
system even State Attorney Generals. The traitor Bar Associations are organized crime and racketeering 
corporations and numerous U.S. Politicians are BAR attorneys.  State County and Capital governments 
are blatantly robbing, harming and destroying the lives of many families in each County throughout the 
State.  Long term and all politicians turn a blind eye which allows more tyranny and corruption to thrive. 
The Federal Reserve/IMF money and monetization system is another massive fraud, those crooks must 
be ousted too and all their bogus debt forgiven.   

Historically after our nations own wars with Britain many decades ago their usurpation began and all 
Americans became enslaved with the 14th Amendment.  Attempts by the U.N. to usurp power through 
treaties are NOT warranted.  Our American Republic stands by the U.S. Constitution.  I did file a 
complaint in 2010 with the U.N. Universal Periodic Review but crooked employees are still glued to 
payrolls.  All taxation is a fraud because NO representation exists anywhere, plus so many government 
agencies are unlawful foreign corporations on terroristic crime sprees.

In early 2008, I attended teachings of His Holiness the Dalai Lama in India.  A huge function with 
thousands in attendance commenced for an inauguration of a prayer hall.  A guest speaker Sri Sri Ravi 
Shankar of the Art of Living Foundation spoke about the 3 C’s.  The 3’Cs are corruption, communism 
and the third C no one heard exactly but I believe it to be communality. At the time I related to corruption 



very easily but little did I realize at that juncture my Court problems were far greater than corruption 
alone.  The whole United States Government has usurped DEFACTO foreign corporate powers 
destroying our nation.  This situation is more similar to how the Chinese Government took control of 
Tibet and why the Tibetans fled to India.  FREE TIBET is sought by many Tibetans and many aware 
Americans command FREEDOM OF OUR AMERICAN REPUBLIC.  I’m not even discussing many other 
serious societal problems.

Communism is definitely alive and well in the United States along with fascism, Nazism, totalitarianism 
and since NO ONE has taken authority to halt these usurped powers questionable Militarism.  
Communality is also alive and well because the community is robbing, harming and destroying American 
lives.  U.S. Courts terminate parental rights in droves plus cause parental alienation so State 
Governments can human traffick, kidnap and become the parent for children.  Under the Clinton 
Administration Title IV-E funds were initiated to aid kickback schemes in CPS foster care/adoption 
schemes. Kickback and payoff schemes are rampant since NO OVERSIGHT existed for years so 
unlawful seizures, detentions and jail sentences occur too.

As a twelve year U.S. Court divorce political prisoner with many ignorant reckless politicians directly 
involved in my matter, it was unknown to me for two years that I’d become a Court crime victim.  I’ve 
fought back against State& Federal Government usurpation for over ten years yet NO OVERSIGHT, NO 
PROTECTIONS and NO LAWFUL AUTHORITY exist.  Since President Obama came into office these 
crimes are to a degree more known but the harms and NO due process crimes continue in countless 
fraudulent home foreclosures too.  Millions upon millions of homes are stolen by State government 
crooks aided by U.S. Courts, etc.  Some main crooks besides politicians are bankers, judges, attorneys, 
Bar Associations, CPS workers, District & County Attorneys, County Clerk Recorders and executives, 
plus some Sheriffs and police, etc.  Newer alternative media sources have come about due to 
propaganda mainstream media and many victims disclose information especially on Facebook.  
Americans overall are dumbed downed in droves plus the cover-ups by mainstream media aided an 
American Holocaust. 

During the 2007 and 2008 time frame I had two conversations with Holocaust survivor Elie Weisel, a 
Human Rights Foundation Board member plus he has his own advocacy.  Elie Weisel is one of the few 
individuals I corresponded with in the United States and I’ve written many people over the years.  He 
shared his concerns about causing needless human suffering to which I wholeheartedly agree.  
Needless pain and suffering is repulsive and tragic especially by governments since grief, loss, stress 
and trauma are inherent in all human life.  President Obama and the U.S. Military reflect no true concerns 
about these heinous crimes, harms, enslavement and destruction of American families’ lives so they just 
continue.  They make NO arrests meanwhile our nation is run amok plus they refuse to shutdown their 
treasonous traitor crooked operations and admit the truth.  Inhumanity, criminal insanity and injustice 
reign on. 

Millions of Americans must be freed from these corrupt traitor U.S. Courts and the U.S. Constitution 
must be adhered to instead of spoken about nowadays but still it is violated and ignored.  Fraudulent 
election campaigns are nothing but continued theatrics, all Americans and world nations should be 
outraged.  STOP THE LIES, CRIMES & INJUSTICES.  Our nation must be restored to an American 
Republic along with rights, freedoms, liberties and JUSTICE.

Over the last decade I never committed a crime but paid the price dearly meanwhile crooks and 
terrorists on the government payroll get a free ride plus create more victims.  Presently my personal 
belongings are stolen withheld from my home unlawfully by the State of New York and the Ulster County 
Sheriff’s Department.  Both the State of New York and Ulster County are so crooked it is unreal how 
many employees altered my identity for their crimes to cause a second repeat performance of the same 
crime halted years ago.  Their stalking, assaults, harassment and terrorism are off the charts with NO 
due process of law.  Crooks and terrorists on the government payrolls have NO conscience they are 



false authorities and many deserve to be arrested.

Money grubbing crooked beggar New Jersey Governor Chris Christie was just allowed to blatantly steal 
campaign finance funds along with others such as Hillary Clinton in this fraudulent Presidential election. 
The Bush and Clinton family reigns and their regimes must end they are pure evil their own crimes 
endless along with many other fraudsters.  Every U.S. politician is operating unlawfully along with State 
Legislatures, Congress and Judiciary’s, etc.  Governor Chris Christie committed election fraud while he 
committed serious crimes against Hurricane Sandy victims and employees plus add in crooked New 
York Governor Cuomo and others too.  Predators, global elitists, sadists, sociopaths and psychopaths 
and the criminally insane are destroying our nation and the world. Disaster programs in the U.S. are all 
foreign and domestic terrorism and include U.S. Military contractors, agencies and corporations. It’s 
unbelievable the political crooks terrorizing the American people and world nations meanwhile the 
cowardly U.S. Military has NO guts to take authority nevertheless President Obama.  Tyrants and abuse 
of power never cease when covered-up.  SHUT IT DOWN & TAKE AUTHORITY! 

As Vaclav Havel, a past chairman of the Human Rights Foundation stated in his film The Responsibility 
of a Free Society “There are still many dictatorships, quasi-dictatorships, authoritarian regimes and even 
totalitarian regimes in the world.”  Human Rights Foundation please contemplate a government regime 
based upon Vaclav Havel’s noted statement about the United States Government traitor operations and 
rights violations?  This letter will be sent to individual speakers for the Oslo Freedom Forum to be held in 
May 2016.  I’d love to be able to attend but that wouldn’t occur unless truth is revealed so please 
request someone read my letter about the tragic circumstances in the United States Government to all 
attendees if need be.

Presently NBC which covered up my story about Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger along with other 
media is promoting Arnold Schwarzenegger as a replacement for Donald Trump in the television show 
Celebrity Apprentice.  It is questionable if Donald Trump is even aware of these facts?  I and countless 
American families command our freedom from tyrannical U.S. Courts, foreclosures, etc. and that 
television show should NOT air without truth and justice.  Propaganda mainstream media executives 
must be held accountable too for this treason to aid an American Holocaust.  STOP THE HARM and 
Redress Americans Grievances as under the 1st Amendment.

I’m a practicing Nichiren Buddhist so this letter with be sent to President Daisaku Ikeda and local 
members of the Soka Gakkai International, “SGI” in Ulster & Albany County in New York.  Domestic and 
foreign crooks and terrorists run State and County Governments causing me and   other Court crime 
victim’s immense inhumane harm and pain daily due to NO legitimate lawful operations.  The “SGI” has 
a charter as a NGO with the United Nations which supports World Peace.

Daily interference in Americans lives is NOT a FREE NATION.  There is NO Peace when there is NO 
Freedom, NO Rights and NO Justice when the same tyrannical government operations continue in the 
United States of America.  ABIDE BY THE U.S. CONSTITUTION NOW!

U.S. Military are you defending the American people and our American Republic or NOT?

As in any good chess match when one achieves victory CHECKMATE!  TO VICTORY!

Cheryl A. Kennedy, Rights Activist, Whistleblower & Corruption Freedom Fighter

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

www.corruptionamericanstyle.com

CC: This letter may be distributed to any party or media source I consider appropriate.


